
ACTIVITY REPORT 

1. Title of Activity:  Seminar on Gender Equity by Mrs.Vishakha Apte under CII  

                             

2. Date &venue:    3.03.2020  

                            Kalaprabodhinis institute of  Design, Kolhapur.   

 

3. Outcomes  of activity: 

 To make  aware about what is Gender Equity 

 Equality is about ensuring that every individual has an equal opportunity to 

make the most of their lives and talents. It is also the belief that no one should 

have poorer life chances because of the way they were born, where they come 

from, what they believe, or whether they have a disability 

 Why is gender equality important? Gender equality is intrinsically linked 

to sustainable development and is vital to the realization of human rights for 

all. The overall objective of gender equality is a society in which women and 

men enjoy the same opportunities, rights and obligations in all spheres of life. 

 To make aware about women’s right. 

 To know about silent features of this act. 

 

4. Description of activity: 

- CII had organized  a one day seminar about Gender Equity This 

discussion was take place in college with reference to our respected    

Mrs.Girija Kulkarni. 

- The discussion was started exactly at 11.00 am and was continued 

until the 2.00 pm.  

- There is speech related to role of woman in society and her 

responsibilities in present scenario   

-   She also explain how CII work on this issue 

5. Activity Experience: 

a. Outcome wise description of observations/explanations 

- Students are talks about the different achievements by the women  

- Students are aware for their social responsibilities towards women 

 

 

b. The concept/principles/procedures learn as the result of activity 

- There is friendly conversation with eminent guest about knowing the  

gender equity 

- Students girls are know how the procedure and their right along with 

the responsibilities toward the working women.  

 



         

 

 

 

 

 

Mrs Vishkha Apte while discussing on PPT with 

students 

Mrs Vishkha Apte while discussing on CII students 
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